
Tasks WG 2 
 
 
 
Benchmarking for our next CSCS proposal (AtmPhys + M. Wild + D. Folini) 
• Finding out what is the optimal parallelization setup for the icon(-ham) and echam(-ham) run 

setups that will be included in the proposal. 
• Providing the CrayPat analyses for the optimal setups, as usually requested by CSCS 
Estimated task duration <= 0.5 months 
 
 
 
COSMO restarts in single precision (AtmCirc) 
Background: We perform our COSMO simulations in single precision. Unfortunately, restarts are 
currently not supported in single, for sure because of the double precision soil implementation 
which requires "save"-arrays in single precision runs that have not been added to restarts yet. 
Potentially, minor issues may have accrued on top of that in the 1.5 years since. As far as we know, 
restart files are always written in double, in which case adding the "save" arrays should be a simple 
task. 
 
Subtasks: 
 
1. Implement soil save arrays for single precision restarts.  
2. Fix other other minor issues that may arise.  
 
Duration: We estimate that this should be possible in two weeks. 
 
Importance: High with respect to having working restarts in single precision, which are necessary for 
longer simulations. 
 
Note: While restarts in single are crucial for us, if properly supporting the double-precision soil 
model turned out to be more complicated than anticipated, we could live with a workaround 
because the soil model is not crucial for our simulations over the North Atlantic. 
 
 
 
Upgrade ICON processing chain for ICON-ART simulations (EMPA) 
• Adapt scripts for preparing initial and boundary conditions for both meteorology (ECMWF IFS) 

and chemistry (ECMWF CAMS or NCAR MOZART) 
• Adapt scripts for data post-processing (e.g. output size reduction, subset of levels, output at 

stations) 
• Setup a Jenkins test environment for ICON-ART 
 
 
 
Towards ICON in nesting mode in the context of echam physics (AtmPhys + M. Wild + D. 
Folini) 
• Finding out who is the contact person in MPI-Met for nesting. 
• Evaluating the amount of work to make it functional and scientifically correct 



• Contributing to the fix 
 

Note: I have some very preliminary bits of informations regarding this topic, which I'm of course 
happy to provide. 
 
Estimated task duration <= 1.5 month 
 
 
 
Basic routines to visualise ICON model output on the unstructured grid (MCH-APN) 
Current situation: Many modelling activities switch from COSMO to ICON in the near future. 
Visualisation of model output on the native ICON grid is a key point for research and 
development. Currently, there lacks plotting infrastructure which can handle the 
unstructured grid.  
 
Project idea: Provide a small collection of plotting routines using up-to-date python 
packages. The scripts will be made available on a platform like e.g. the C2SM wiki. They 
provide an easy start to visualising ICON model output for people which already have 
experience plotting data on a regular grid but also those who are fairly new to python. 
 
This collection should involve: 
• Mapplot of a 2-dimensional field, inlcuding options to include country boarders, overlay 

the triangular grid and zoom to various regions. 
• Vertical profile at a location which is specified by latitude and longitude. 
• Time-height cross-section. 
• Vertical cross-section along a transect, options to use model levels, altitude, pressure or 

isentropic surfaces on the y-axis. 
 
The example input file(s) should contain a handful of amospheric variables on the native 
ICON grid in netcdf format. Illustrative 
 
Jonas Jucker has already created a script to visualise data from extpar using PyNGL, but this 
python package will no longer be maintained. GeoCAT (https://geocat.ucar.edu), the 
successor of NCL and PyNGL, is not yet able to handle unstructured grids. A promising tool 
which can handle ICON’s triangular mesh is psyplot (https://psyplot.readthedocs.io). The 
example gallery on the homepage gives some support to get started but does not yet 
comprise the above-mentioned figures. The main developer, Philipp Sommer 
(philipp.sommer@hereon.de), will only continue further work on psyplot next year, but he 
is happy to give support in the meantime. 
 
Required time estimate: 1.5 – 2 months 
 
 
 
 
Container for COSMO-GPU (HyMet) 
The sustained effort to prepare the GPU version of COSMO for operational use has enabled a 
number of C2SM groups to refine the resolution of their weather and climate simulations and 



expand the extent of their computational domains far beyond what was possible a few years ago. 
While the release of COSMO6 has solidified the codebase for the use of GPUs, the maintenance 
problem remains open and new performance bottlenecks are becoming relevant. We propose two 
model development topics that  benefit all COSMO6 (GPU) users performing high-resolution 
simulations and offer great potential for know-how synergies with ICON.  
1. Towards an operational workflow using container technologies 
Proposal: Follow up on the effort to containerize COSMO6 in close collaboration with CSCS. The task 
should result in a simple, stable and maintainable container-based workflow transferable across 
C2SM groups. 
Benefits: Reduced maintenance load for C2SM COSMO6 users and C2SM core staff. 
The frequently changing programming environment on Piz Daint is a time sink for all C2SM COSMO 
users and the C2SM core staff. For example, senior postdocs and technicians in C. Schärs group 
spend 2-3 months each year to ensure scientific reproducibility of the results across Piz Daint 
software updates and continuity of the modelling workflow for PhD students. For research, the issue 
is particularly critical as the scientific reproducibility of a simulation needs to be guaranteed up to 5 
years. Container technologies provide an opportunity to partially mitigate loss of reproducibility and 
have become a standard technology in the software industry. In a nutshell, containers provide 
certain isolation of the application and its environment from the host software. They will play a 
prominent role on the upcoming ALPS supercomputer. 
C2SM has established a proof-of-concept container version of COSMO6 and demonstrated an 
acceptable performance overhead.1 Meanwhile, C. Schär’s group employed a container version of 
COSMO-POMPA for the EUR-11 CORDEX simulations delivered to the ESGF. In fact, that version 
ensured bit-reproducibility of results across several upgrades of Piz Daint. 
Several issues still need to be resolved before wider adoption of containers by C2SM members. In 
particular, the workflow for creating and maintaining containers is still complex and requires 
substantial expertise. Re-compiling the application code involves more work than necessary, and 
debugging applications embedded in containers is non-trivial. Moreover, in several configurations, a 
non-deterministic segmentation fault was identified and needs to be resolved. Substantial work is 
therefore still required to establish a sustainable operational workflow but the benefits are large and 
durable for C2SM staff and C2SM groups. In addition, the expertise developed on containers and the 
new workflow will be transferable to ICON. A frequently changing programming environment 
becomes a major issue when developing GPU capabilities for a complex code base. Thus, developing 
similar capabilities for ICON will be of high priority for the EXCLAIM project. 
 
 
 
Stable RBF interpolation in ICON (entire C2SM-community) 
Because of an instability in some calculation (RBF interpolation) in ICON it is not possible contrary to 
COSMO to do cross machine or compiler validation with ICON at the moment.  
This is an issue when porting the model on a new system or when increasing optimization, as it is 
difficult to know if the code works properly on machine/optimization level which are not tested by 
the official buildbot. 
For us (MeteoSwiss) this is not a high priority issue as we can work around this for the GPU port by 
using the exact same compiler and optimization on GPU and CPU, so I am not proposing it from our 
side. 
This problem came up recently when Jonas started to port ICON on other system and may be of 
interest for the community though, I estimate that this would be a 1-2 month tasks and I could 
provide support on idea how to possibly fix it. 

 
 


